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After Luo Luo finished, he stood up, rolled up his sleeves, and endured for so long that
he had long wanted to beat the man in front of him.

Two people soon tangled together, the little boy's size is not small, the body is thick
and strong, which is why he can be a little boss in a group of children.

In sum, the little boy is two years older than Lolo, but, even so, he doesn't get much
benefit from Lolo's bandaged eyes.

Shen Hedan takes Luo Luo to practice martial arts and boxing. Luo Luo is almost
crushing the little boy unilaterally at the moment.

"Ah -" the little boy was crushed to the ground, and Lolo grabbed his arm with his
backhand. "It's killing me. You let me go!"

Although Luo Luo couldn't see with his eyes, he grasped the boy's wrist as if he had
eyes on his hand. Half of his body was pressed on the boy, making him unable to
move for half a minute. "Let go of you? Well, just apologize to me. "

Hearing that Lolo actually asked him to apologize to him, the boy struggled with
emotion twice, "you think it's beautiful! Why should I apologize to you! "

Lolo's men put in more effort, and the boy immediately cried out.

"If you don't apologize, just use this posture and hold on for ten minutes." Luo Luo's
words are light. He was knocked down by Shen Hedan in the past. He suffered more
than that.

"You let me go!" The boy roared. The pain from his wrist made him blush. Finally, he
couldn't help crying.

"What's the matter with you?" There was a woman's sharp voice in the distance. It was
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obvious that she was surprised to see the situation here, and ran over in a hurry.

Run close to see the ground was pressed on the boy, face changed, "what are you
doing? How can we fight here? "

"Wu Wu Wu..." The boy was pressed to cry and tears streamed across his mouth,
crying, "pain, pain to death!"

The woman took a look at Lolo, first noticed a bandage around her eyes, a trace of
suspicion flashed across her face, and then said with a slightly serious look: "this
classmate, please let go of Tong Xuan."

Lolo hesitated for a few seconds, then let go of the boy named Tong Xuan on the
ground.

The woman quickly helped Tong Xuan up, while shooting clean the dust on Tong
Xuan's body, while checking Tong Xuan's body, found no obvious problems, just
slightly relieved. "What the hell is going on?"

"Mr. Yang, he hit people!" Tong Xuan sucks his nose and points to Luo Luo. The
villain complains first.

Tong Xuan mouth teacher Yang looked to Luo Luo, "classmate, why do you want to
hit?"

"I didn't hit anyone."

"You said no!" Tong Xuan keeps rubbing his wrists, hearing that Luo Luo denies it, so
angry that he can't.

"Classmate, I saw it just now." Yang teacher wrung brows, "it's really you who beat
Tong Xuan on the ground. It's not a good habit not to admit your mistakes."

Lolo Oh, "that should be the teacher, you read it wrong."

"What?" Mr. Yang's face is unbelievable.

"Beating someone is a unilateral act. We were fighting just now. As for me pressing
him on the ground, it was because he was weak and I knocked him down." Luo Luo a
light face, "teacher, you think it's my fault indiscriminately, this is not a good habit."

Mr. Yang's face turned from white to red. Unexpectedly, today, he was ridiculed by a
child. There's something wrong with my face after all.



Tong Xuan is the bully in the school, how can she not know? Just because Tong
Xuan's family is powerful, others either dare not or don't want to.

In this year's time, Tong Xuan almost ran roughshod in the school. Even the
headmaster could only turn a blind eye. She was a little teacher, and it was not easy to
manage him.

In fact, when she saw Lolo just now, she roughly guessed the cause of the incident. It
must be that Tong Xuan saw that Lolo's eyes were bandaged and insulted him.

However, Tong Xuan can't be wronged at all. She is pressed on the ground by others.
She doesn't even dare to think about it. If his family knows about it, how can she
explain it.

Just then, a group of people came over. The man in the head was wearing a black suit.
His face looked very young, but his momentum was fierce. Behind him were several
men who were also wearing black suits. They seemed to be looking forward to the
man in the head.

Seeing the man coming, Tong Xuan rushed up crying and said, "uncle! Uncle! \"

teacher Yang felt a thump in her heart. The children's family really came. What can we
do?

When the man saw Tong Xuan, his sharp eyebrows narrowed and he came forward
and said, "what's the matter? \"

" uncle! This man hit me! \"Tong Xuan points to Luo Luo and complains.

\"Hit you? \"The expression of displeasure on the man's face, the eye falls on the Luo
Luo body in front of, looked at one eye," he hit? "

"Well!" Tong Xuan angrily nodded, "it's him, this guy who doesn't know the
superiority of heaven and earth!""I really don't know the heaven and the earth." The
man moved his lips, "even my children dare to provoke."

An Qing's face was dark. "This gentleman, it's your children who are not polite first,
and they provoke my young master first."

"Not polite?" The man's face looked even more unhappy. "You know what it's called,
impoliteness?"

"Isn't that the gentleman you are?" Bai nianxi's cold voice came.



As soon as she finished talking with the headmaster, she came to see this scene.
Although she didn't know how the scene was, her child knew that the other party's
domineering attitude made her feel very uncomfortable.

The man turned his head and looked at the woman who had just come. He saw that the
woman had a beautiful face, a very outstanding temperament, and a sharp voice. "Are
you the parent of the child?"

Bai nianxi came over and said, "hello."

"Your child hit my nephew. How do you solve this problem?" The man doesn't want to
be polite with Bai nianxi, so he goes straight to the subject.

Bai nianxi looks down at Luo Luo, as if asking.

Luo Luo didn't speak. Anqing went forward and said it first. With Anqing's words, Bai
nianxi's face suddenly changed. If the other party really opened her mouth to challenge
Luo Luo first, she would never choose to swallow her anger.

"Judging from the present facts, your nephew is not wronged for being beaten." White
read Xi to smile, smile inside deeply cold idea, "pour is I want to ask you, plan how
for your nephew's rudeness apology?"

This woman, actually said that his nephew was not wronged?

The man sneered, "my nephew was beaten, it's obvious to all, but you, say a few words,
that's the truth? Do you have any evidence? "
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